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1.  Introduction and Preliminaries 
 
Throughout this article, unless otherwise specified, we always suppose that is the set of positive integers 
and X is a non empty set. Some authors generalized the Banach contraction principle theorem [2] in 
different ways. Recently, Bhashkar and Lakshmikantham[3] expressed coupled coincidence points, coupled 
fixed points, coupled common fixed points and common fixed points of nonlinear mappings with two 
variables. After publication of this work, several coupled fixed point and coincidence point results have 
appeared in the recent literature. Works noted in [1, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, 10,11] are some relevant examples. The 
aim of this article is to make further studies on such problems, and to generalize and complement some 
known results. Next, let us recall some related definitions:  
Definition 1.1 [3] Let ),( X  be a partially ordered set, and XXXF : . The mapping F  has the 
mixed monotone property if ),( yxF  is monotone non-decreasing in x  and is monotone non-increasing in y.  
Definition 1.2 [3] An element XXyx ),(  is called a coupled fixed point of the mapping 
XXXF :  if .=),( ,=),( yxyFxyxF  
 The main results of Bhaskar and Lakshmikantham in [3] are the following coupled fixed point theorems.  
Theorem 1.1 [3] Let ),( X  be a partially ordered set and suppose there exists a metric d  on X such that 
),( dX  is a complete metric space. Let XXXF :  be a continuous mapping having the mixed 
monotone property on X .  Assume that there exists a [0,1)k  with  
 )],(),([
2
)),(),,(( vyduxd
k
vuFyxFd   
 for all xu  and vy . If there exist two elements Xyx 00 ,  with ),( 000 yxFx   and 
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000 ),( yxyF  ,  then F  has a coupled fixed point.  
Recently, R. Bhardwaj [4] proved some generalizations of the main results in [3].  
Theorem 1.2 [4] Let ),,( dX  be a partially ordered complete metric space. Suppose there exist [0,1),  
XXXT :  such that  
)},(,
),(
)),(,()).,(,(
,
),(
)),(,()).,(,(
{)),(),,((
uxd
uxd
vuTxdyxTud
uxd
vuTudyxTxd
maxvuTyxTd 
  
for all Xvuyx ,,,  with vyux   ,  and .ux   Suppose also that T  is continuous, has the mixed 
monotone property on .X  If there exist XXyx ),( 00  such that ),( 000 yxTx   and 
),,( 000 xyTy   then there exist Xyx ,  such that ),(= yxTx  and ),(= xyTy . 
In [7], Lakshmikantham and ciriC  introduced the concept of mixed g -monotone property which present 
these definitions and results in the following.  
Definition 1.3 [7] Let ),( X  be a partially ordered set, and XXXF :  and XXg : . We say 
F  has the mixed g -monotone property if F  is nondecreasing g -monotone in its first argument and is 
nondecreasing g -monotone in its second argument, that is, for any Xyx ,   
 ),(),(,, 212121 yxFyxFgxgxXxx    
 and  
 ).,(),(,, 212121 yxFyxFgygyXyy    
Note that if g  is the identity mapping, then Definition 1.4  reduces to Definition 1.2 .  
Definition 1.4 [7] An element XXyx ),(  is called a coupled coincidence point of a mapping 
XXXF :  and a mapping XXg :  if .=),( ,=),( gyxyFgxyxF  
Definition 1.5 [7] An element Xx  is called a common fixed point of a mapping XXXF :  and 
XXg :  if .==),( xgxxxF  
Definition 1.6 [7] Let X  be a nonempty set and XXXF :  and .: XXg   One says F  and 
g  are commutative  if  for all Xyx , , )).,((=),( yxFggygxF  
 
2.  Main results 
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Our first result is the following.  
Theorem 2.1 Let ),,( dX  be a partially ordered complete metric space. Let XXXT : , 
XXg :  and ),0[),0[:,  satisfy following condition 
)),,,,(()),,,(())),(),,((( vuyxMvuyxMvuTyxTd  
                      
(2.1)  
for all Xvuyx ,,,  with gvgygugx   ,  and ,gugx   where   is lower semi-continuous,  is 
continuous, non-decreasing, )(0=)( tt    if and only if  0=t  and  
)}.,(,
),(
)),(,()).,(,(
,
),(
)),(,()).,(,(
{=),,,( gugxd
gugxd
vuTgxdyxTgud
gugxd
vuTgudyxTgxd
maxvuyxM  
Also, assume T  and g  are continuous mappings such that T  has the mixed g -monotone property, g  
commutes with T  and )()( XgXXT  . If there exists XXyx ),( 00  such that 
),( 000 yxTgx   and ),,( 000 xyTgy   then T  and g  have coupled coincidence point in X .
 
Proof. By the condition of the theorem there exist XXyx ),( 00  such that ),( 000 yxTgx   and 
).,( 000 xyTgy   Since ),()( XgXXT   we can define XXyx ),( 11  such that 
),(= 001 yxTgx  and ),,(= 001 xyTgy  then 1000 =),( gxyxTgx   and .=),( 1000 gyxyTgy   
Since T  has the mixed g -monotone property, we have  
 ,=),(),(),(= 21110001 gxyxTyxTyxTgx   
and  
 .=),(),(),(= 10010112 gyxyTxyTxyTgy   
Continuing in this way, we construct two sequences }{ nx  and }{ ny  in X  such that  
 0,1,2,...=    ),(=    ),(= 11 nallforxyTgyandyxTgx nnnnnn            
(2.2) 
 for which  
 
............. 12101210   nnnn gygygygygyandgxgxgxgxgx    (2.3) 
If there exists 0k  such that 
0
1
0
= kk gxgx   and ,=
0
1
0
kk gygy   then ),(=
000
kkk yxTgx and 
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).,(=
000
kkk xyTgy  This means that ),(
00
kk yx is a coupled coincidence point of gT  ,  and the proof is 
finished. Thus, we can suppose that nn gxgx 1  and nn gygy 1  for all .n  From 2).(2  and 
3).(2  and the inequality 1).(2  with ),(=),( nn yxyx  and ),,(=),( 11  nn yxvu  we have  
)),,,,(()),,,((
))),(),,(((=)),((
1111
1121


 nnnnnnnn
nnnnnn
yxyxMyxyxM
yxTyxTdgxgxd


                
(2.4) 
 where  
)}.,(),,({=
)},(,
),(
),().,(
,
),(
),().,(
{=
)},(,
),(
)),(,()).,(,(
,
),(
)),(,()).,(,(
{=),,,(
121
1
1
211
1
211
1
1
111
1
111
11












nnnn
nn
nn
nnnn
nn
nnnn
nn
nn
nnnnnn
nn
nnnnnn
nnnn
gxgxdgxgxdmax
gxgxd
gxgxd
gxgxdgxgxd
gxgxd
gxgxdgxgxd
max
gxgxd
gxgxd
yxTgxdyxTgxd
gxgxd
yxTgxdyxTgxd
maxyxyxM
     
Therefore 
)}).,(),,({(
))},(),,({()),((
211
21121




nnnn
nnnnnn
gxgxdgxgxdmax
gxgxdgxgxdmaxgxgxd


                     (2.5) 
We prove that for all n ,  
 ).,(),( 121   nnnn gxgxdgxgxd                                      
(2.6) 
Suppose there exists 0n such that ),,(>),( 1
00
2
0
1
0
 nnnn gxgxdgxgxd  from 5).(2 , we have  
,)),((<)),(()),((=
)}),(),,({(
))},(),,({()),((
2
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
1
00
2
0
1
0
1
00
2
0
1
0






nnnnnn
nnnn
nnnnnn
gxgxdgxgxdgxgxd
gxgxdgxgxdmax
gxgxdgxgxdmaxgxgxd



 
which is a contradiction.  Hence, ),(),( 121   nnnn gxgxdgxgxd for all n .   
Similarly,  we can show that ),(),( 121   nnnn gygydgygyd for all n .   
It follows that the sequences )},({ 1nn gxgxd  and )},({ 1nn gygyd  are monotone decreasing sequences of 
non-negative real numbers and consequently there exists 0, 21   such that  
 .=),(lim    =),(lim 2111  



nn
n
nn
n
gygydandgxgxd
                    
(2.7) 
 We shall show that 0.== 21   Suppose, to the contrary, that 0.>1   
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Taking the (upper) limit as n in 5).(2 and using the properties of the function  , we get  
 ,)(<)()()(liminf)()( 111111  
n
 
 which is a contradiction. Therefore, 0=1 , that is,  
 0.=),(lim 1

nn
n
gxgxd                                                (2.8) 
 Similarly, we can show that  
 0.=),(lim 1

nn
n
gygyd                                               (2.9) 
 Now, we claim that  
        
0.=),(lim
,
mn
mn
gxgxd

                                             (2.10) 
 Assume the contrary. Then there exists 0>  for which we can find two subsequences },{ )(kmgx  }{ )(kngx
of }{ ngx with kknkm )(>)(  such that  
               
.),( )()( kmkn gxgxd                                               (2.11) 
Additionally, corresponding to )(kn , we may choose )(km  such that it is the smallest integer satisfying 
11).(2 and kknkm )(>)( . Thus,  
       .<),( 1)()( kmkn gxgxd                                               (2.12) 
 We have  
.),(<),(),(),( 1)()()(1)(1)()()()(    kmkmknkmkmkmknkm gxgxdgxgxdgxgxdgxgxd  
 Taking the upper limit as k  and using 8).(2  we obtain  
 .=),(lim )()( kmkn
k
gxgxd

                                           (2.13) 
 Also  
,),(),(),(
),,(),(),(
),,(),(),(),(
)(1)(1)()()()(
)()()(1)()(1)(
1)()()()()(1)(1)(1)(
knknknkmknkm
kmknknknkmkn
knknknkmkmkmknkm
gxgxdgxgxdgxgxd
gxgxdgxgxdgxgxd
gxgxdgxgxdgxgxdgxgxd






 .),(),(),(),( )(1)(1)(1)(1)()()()( knknknkmkmkmkmkn gxgxdgxgxdgxgxdgxgxd    
 So from 13).(2 8),.(2  and taking k  in the above inequalities, we have  
.=),(lim=),(lim )(1)(1)(1)( kmkn
k
kmkn
k
gxgxdgxgxd 


                           
(2.14) 
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 Also  
),(<),(),(),( 1)()(1)()()(1)(1)(1)(   knknknknknkmknkm gxgxdgxgxdgxgxdgxgxd   
 So from 14).(2 8),.(2  and taking k  in the above inequalities, we have  
 .=),(lim 1)()( 

kmkn
k
gxgxd                                          (2.15) 
 By the definition of ),,,( vuyxM  and from 14).(28),.(2  and 15).(2  we get  
 .=),,,(lim 1)(1)(1)(1)( 

kmkmknkn
k
yxyxM                             (2.16) 
 Since 1)(1)( ),(>)(  knkm gxgxknkm   and 1)(1)(  knkm gygy   from 1),.(2  we have  
)),,,,(()),,,((
)),(),,(((=)),((
1)(1)(1)(1)(1)(1)(1)(1)(
1)(1)(1)(1)()()(


 kmkmknknkmkmknkn
kmkmknknknkm
yxyxMyxyxM
yxTyxTdgxgxd


 
 Taking the upper limit as ,k  and using 16).(2 ,
 
we obtain  
,)(<)()()(    
 which is a contradiction. Therefore 10).(2 holds, and we have  
 0.=),(lim
,
mn
mn
gxgxd

 
 Similarly, we show that  
 0.=),(lim
,
mn
mn
gygyd

 
 Since X is a complete metric space, there exist Xyx , such that  
 .=lim    =lim 11 ygyandxgx n
n
n
n



                                    
(2.17) 
 From the commutativity ofT and g , we have  
).,(=)),((=)(),,(=)),((=)( 11 nnnnnnnnnn gxgyTxyTggyggygxTyxTggxg          
(2.18) 
Letting n in 18).(2  and from the continuity ofT and g , we get  
),,(=)lim,lim(=),(lim=)(lim= 1 yxTgygxTgygxTgxggx n
n
n
n
nn
n
n
n 


 
).,(=)lim,lim(=),(lim=)(lim= 1 xyTgxgyTgxgyTgyggy n
n
n
n
nn
n
n
n 


 
 This implies that ),( yx is a coupled coincidence point of T and g . This completes the proof.  
Corollary 2.2 Let ),,( dX  be a partially ordered complete metric space. Suppose there exist [0,1),  
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XXXT :  such that  
)},,(,
),(
)),(,()).,(,(
,
),(
)),(,()).,(,(
{)),(),,(( uxd
uxd
vuTxdyxTud
uxd
vuTudyxTxd
maxvuTyxTd   
for all Xvuyx ,,,  with vyux   ,  and .ux   Suppose also that T  is continuous, has the mixed 
monotone property on .X  If there exist XXyx ),( 00  such that ),( 000 yxTx   and 
),,( 000 xyTy   then there exist Xyx ,  such that ),(= yxTx  and ),(= xyTy . 
Proof. In Theorem 2.1 , taking tt =)( and tt )(1=)(   , for all )[0,t  and XIg = , we obtain 
the corollary 2.2 .   
Now we give sufficient conditions for uniqueness of the coupled coincidence point. Note that if ),( X  is a 
partially ordered set , then we endow the product XX  with the following partial order relation, for all
,),(),,( XXtzyx    
 . ,),(),( tyzxtzyx    
From Theorem 2.1 , it follows that the set of coupled coincidence points of T  and g  is non-empty.  
Theorem 2.3  By adding to the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 , the condition: for every ),( yx  and ),( tz  in 
,XX   there exists a XXvu ),(  such that )),(),,(( uvTvuT  is comparable to )),(),,(( xyTyxT  
and to )),(),,(( ztTtzT , then T  and g  have a unique coupled common fixed point, that is, there exist a 
unique XXyx ),(  such that  
 ).,(== ),,(== xyTgyyyxTgxx  
 Proof. We know, from Theorem 2.1 , that exists a coupled coincidence point. Suppose that ),( yx  and 
),( tz  are coupled coincidence points of T  and ,g  that is, gxyxT =),( , gyxyT =),( , gztzT =),(  
and gtztT =),( . We shall show that gzgx =  and .= gtgy  By assumption, there exists 
XXvu ),(  such that )),(),,(( uvTvuT  is comparable to )),(),,(( xyTyxT  and to 
)).,(),,(( ztTtzT  Without the restriction to the generality, we can assume that  
 )).,(),,(()),(),,((  )),(),,(()),(),,(( uvTvuTztTtzTanduvTvuTxyTyxT   
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Put vvuu = ,= 00  and choose XXvu ) ,( 11  such that  
 ).,(= ),,(= 001001 uvTgvvuTgu  
 For 1n , continuing this process we can construct the sequences }{ ngu  and }{ ngv  such that  
 .   ),(= ),,(= 11 nallforuvTgvvuTgu nnnnnn   
 Further, set yyxx = ,= 00  and ttzz = ,= 00  and on the same way define the sequences }{ ngx , 
}{ ngy , }{ ngz and }.{ ngt  Then, it is easy to check that  
 1.n allfor ),,( ),,(    ),( ),,(  ztTgttzTgzandxyTgyyxTgx nnnn    
(2.19) 
Since ),(=),(=)),(),,(( 11 gygxgygxxyTyxT  is comparable to ),,(=)),(),,(( 11 gvguuvTvuT  then 
it is easy to show ),,(),( nn gvgugygx   that is, ngugx  and ngvgy  for all .n  
Thus from 1).(2 , we have  
)),,,,(()),,,(())),(),,(((=)),(( 1 nnnnnnn vuyxMvuyxMvuTyxTdgugxd  
where                
)}.,(),,({=
)},(,
),(
),().,(
,
),(
),().,(
{=
)},(,
),(
)),(,()).,(,(
,
),(
)),(,()).,(,(
{=),,,(
1
11
nn
n
n
nn
n
nn
n
n
nnn
n
nnn
nn
gugxdgugxdmax
gugxd
gugxd
gugxdgxgud
gugxd
gugudgxgxd
max
gugxd
gugxd
vuTgxdyxTgud
gugxd
vuTgudyxTgxd
maxvuyxM


Hence  
)}).,(),,({())},(),,({()),(( 111 nnnnn gugxdgugxdmaxgugxdgugxdmaxgugxd     
 It is easy to show that  
.)),((<)),(()),(()),(( 1 nnnn gugxdgugxdgugxdgugxd              (2.20) 
This implies that )},({ ngugxd  is a non-increasing sequence. Hence, there exists 0r  such that  
 .=),(lim rgugxd n
n 
 
Passing the upper limit in 20).(2  as n , we obtain  
 ),()()( rrr    
which implies that 0=)(r  and then, 0=r . We deduce that  
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 0.=),(lim n
n
gugxd
                                                 
(2.21) 
Similarly one can prove that  
 0.=),(lim n
n
gvgyd

                                                (2.22) 
Similarly, one can prove that  
 0.=),(lim=),(lim n
n
n
n
gvgtdgugzd
                                 
(2.23) 
By the triangle inequality, 22).(2  and 23).(2 , we get  
 ,  0),(),(),( 11   nasgugzdgugxdgzgxd nn  
               .  0),(),(),( 11   nasgvgtdgvgydgtgyd nn  
Therefore, we have gzgx = and gtgy = . Since ),(= yxTgx  and ),,(= xyTgy by commutativity of 
T  and g , we have 
).,(=)),((=)( ),,(=)),((=)( gxgyTxyTggyggygxTyxTggxg
             
(2.24) 
Denote agx =  and bgy = . Then from 24),.(2   
).,(=)( ),,(=)( abTbgbaTag
                                             
(2.25) 
Thus, ),( ba  is a coupled coincidence point, it follows that gzga =  and gygb = , that is, 
.=)( ,=)( bbgaag
                                                       
(2.26) 
From 25).(2  and 26).(2 ,  
).,(=)(= ),,(=)(= abTbgbbaTaga
                                      
(2.27) 
Therefore, ),( ba  is a coupled common fixed point ofT and g . To prove the uniqueness of the point ),( ba , 
assume that ),( dc  is another coupled common fixed point of T  and g . Then we have  
).,(== ),,(== cdTgdddcTgcc  
Since ),( dc  is a coupled coincidence point of T and g , we have agxgc == and bgygd == . Thus 
agagcc ===  and .=== bgbgdd  Hence, the coupled common fixed point is unique. This 
completes the proof.  
Theorem 2.4 In addition to hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 , if 0gx  and 0gy  are comparable, then T  and g  
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have a unique common fixed point, that is, there exists Xx  such that ),(== xxTgxx . 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, we can construct two sequences }{ ngx  and }{ ngy  in X such that xgxn   and 
ygyn  , where ),( yx  is a unique coupled common fixed point of T  and g . We only have to show that 
yx = . Since 0gx  and 0gy  are comparable, we may assume that ,00 gygx   then it is an easy matter to 
show that  
 0.   nallforgygx nn                                             (2.28) 
 From 1).(2  and 28).(2 , we have  
)),,,,(()),,,(())),(),,(((=)),(( 11 nnnnnnnnnnnnnn xyyxMxyyxMxyTyxTdgygxd  
where  
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gygxd
gygxd
gygxdgxgyd
gygxd
gygydgxgxd
max
gygxd
gygxd
xyTgxdyxTgyd
gygxd
xyTgydyxTgxd
maxxyyxM

By taking the upper limit as ,n  we get 
 
 ).,(=),,,(lim yxdxyyxM nnnn
n 
 
 Hence  
 )),,(()),(()),(( yxdyxdyxd    
 which implies that 0.=)),(( yxd  Therefore yx = , that is, T  and g  have a common fixed point. 
Similar arguments can be used if ,00 gygx  .  
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